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Host Class
Mammalia
Aves
Reptilia
Osteichthytes
Other or multiple

mals, we sampled in four continents and from
a diversity of animals with varied traits and
feeding patterns. We hand-curated traits for
each species, including dietary adaptations,
activity hours, and social structures, allowing
us to systematically study the relationships
between microbiota composition and host phenotype. Finally, we adapted a metagenomic
genome assembly pipeline and annotated the
assembled genomes taxonomically and functionally, resulting in a broad collection of
genomes that represents the microbial landscape of wildlife.
RATIONALE: It is becoming evident that animal

microbiomes are a rich source of biological
functions that may have biotechnological impact, including antibiotics, industrial enzymes,
Host class
Bacterial phylum

Tree scale: 0.1
Previously undescribed

Known

RESULTS: Our de novo constructed genomes,

75% of which belong to previously undescribed
bacterial species, significantly improve the mapping of metagenomic sequencing reads from our
animal samples. Notably, the rate at which new
genomes are discovered is far from asymptote.
We enriched many bacterial phyla with unknown species and found that some bacterial
clades have distinctive functional properties
relative to other bacteria in the same phylum.
We found that the bacterial landscape differs
between animal classes and discovered animal
class–specific clusters of coexisting bacteria.
We identified multiple pathways and orthologs that are significantly enriched in specific
animal traits and showed that the functional
landscape is associated with these traits. Some
of these functions suggest intriguing new roles
and properties of wildlife microbiomes. Moreover, we identified previously undescribed
proteases in the microbiota of carrion eaters
and show experimentally that they are capable of metabolizing bacterial toxins.
CONCLUSION: Overall, we present a large-scale

annotated bacterial genome database of predominantly unknown species that were extracted
from the guts of animals in the wild, identified
a multitude of microbial patterns that are associated with the traits and taxonomy of these
animals, and highlight its potential as a largely
untapped resource for the discovery of new
industrial enzymes and therapeutics.
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A maximum likelihood alignment-based phylogenetic tree of the 1209 genomes assembled in this
study. The inner and outer colored rings denote bacterial phylum and host class, respectively. Clades of
previously undescribed genomes are colored dark red.
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INTRODUCTION: Animals in the wild are able
to subsist on pathogen-infected and poisonous
food and show immunity to various diseases.
These characteristics may be contributed largely
by the animals’ microbiota. However, compared
with the human microbiota, which has been
extensively studied, the microbiota of animals
in the wild has received less focus. In this study,
we aimed to construct and functionally annotate a comprehensive database of microbiota
sampled from wild animals in their natural
habitats. Several considerations guided our sample collection and analysis strategy. First, we
focused on sampling of animals from the wild,
despite the many challenges that such sampling
poses, because captivity was shown to alter the
microbiome of several animal species. Second,
to obtain a broad representation of wild ani-

and immunomodulators. Moreover, animals in
the wild exhibit adaptations such as the safe
consumption of rotting, pathogen-infected meat
and poisonous plants; production of highly potent toxins; bioluminescence; specific immunity
to various diseases and microbial pathogens;
regenerative capabilities; and, in some species,
extreme longevity. Some of these adaptations,
such as toxin production and bioluminescence,
are conferred, at least in part, by microbial symbionts living in and on the animal. However, despite these examples, a comprehensive view of
the association between an animal’s traits and its
microbiota is still lacking. The microbiota of wild
animals is also a natural reservoir for pathogens
of both animals and humans, the mapping of
which could elucidate the timing and routes of
their transmission into the human population, as
in the case of the current COVID-19 pandemic.
Finally, mapping the microbiota of wild animals
could also help in conservation efforts.
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C

ompared with the human microbiota,
which has been extensively studied
(1, 2), the microbiota of animals has
received less focus. Microbiome research
was pioneered with several well-accepted
methodologies, such as metagenomic profiling applied to several animal species (3–13).
Metagenomics analysis has been combined
with 16S ribosomal RNA sequencing to investigate how diet shapes the gut microbiota
within various host species (14), primates in
particular (15, 16). Diet metabarcoding was
especially useful in the study of dietary niche
partitioning and composition (17–23). 16S
ribosomal RNA sequencing alone has provided compositional data and taxonomyrelated insights about the microbiota in many
animal species [(24–27), to cite just a few].
Other studies addressed behavioral aspects
and their relation to animal microbiota [for
example, (28–33)]. Still, despite these studies,
a comprehensive catalog and unified analysis
of the microbiota of animals across different
geographies, feeding behaviors, and other traits
is still lacking.
With advances in shotgun metagenomic sequencing technologies and algorithms to build
metagenomic assembled genomes (MAGs), several studies aimed to better capture the diver-
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sity of gut and other microbes by reconstruction
of microbial genomes (34–36). By using metagenomic assembly methods to build genomes
of uncultured bacteria, several studies successfully reconstructed hundreds of thousands of
MAGs from the human microbiome (37–39).
Additional efforts were made to create catalogs of species-level microbial genomes, resulting in an estimation of more than 4500
distinct microbial species in the human gut
(39, 40). These studies suggest that despite
previous studies of the human gut microbiome,
a large portion of the human microbiome remains unexplored. Given that fewer resources
have been invested in wildlife microbiome
studies, it can be assumed that the potential
for discovery of previously undescribed microbiota is particularly high.
It is becoming increasingly evident that animal microbiomes are a rich source of biological
functions that may have biotechnological impact. For example, recent microbiome studies
have reported the discovery of antimicrobials
(41–45) and immunomodulators (46), as well
as industrial enzymes (47–51). Moreover, animals in the wild exhibit adaptations such as
the safe consumption of rotting, pathogeninfected meat and poisonous plants (52, 53);
the production of highly potent toxins (54);
bioluminescence (55); specific immunity to
various diseases (56) and microbial pathogens
(57); regenerative capabilities (58); and, in some
species, extreme longevity (59, 60). Some of
these adaptations, such as toxin production
and bioluminescence, are conferred, at least
in part, by microbial symbionts living in and
on the animal (54, 55). However, despite these
examples, a comprehensive view of the association between an animal’s traits and its
microbiota is still lacking.

Results
Constructing an annotated metagenomically
assembled genome database of animals
in the wild

To comprehensively study the microbiota of
wild animals, we assembled teams in five different geographical regions worldwide and
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Animals in the wild are able to subsist on pathogen-infected and poisonous food and show immunity
to various diseases. These may be due to their microbiota, yet we have a poor understanding of animal
microbial diversity and function. We used metagenomics to analyze the gut microbiota of more than
180 species in the wild, covering diverse classes, feeding behaviors, geographies, and traits. Using
de novo metagenome assembly, we constructed and functionally annotated a database of more than
5000 genomes, comprising 1209 bacterial species of which 75% are unknown. The microbial
composition, diversity, and functional content exhibit associations with animal taxonomy, diet, activity,
social structure, and life span. We identify the gut microbiota of wild animals as a largely untapped
resource for the discovery of therapeutics and biotechnology applications.

Beyond its biotechnological potential, studying animal microbiomes improves our understanding of host-microbe ecology and
bidirectional interactions. The microbiome
affects several factors in host physiology [immunity, digestion, energy metabolism, development, etc. (27, 30)]. In the other direction, host
diet and phylogeny are major forces that shape
the gut microbiome composition (25, 61–63).
This relationship between host phylogeny and
diet ignited studies of the coevolution of a host
and its microbiome, but most of these studies
have focused on mammals and/or were limited
to differences in microbiome composition (27).
The microbiota of wild animals is also a
natural reservoir for pathogens of both animals and humans, whose mapping could elucidate the timing and routes of their transmission
into the human population (64). Recent studies
have mapped pathogen reservoirs in wild animals (64, 65), demonstrating the potential of
this approach in surveillance and forecast of
human pathogen dynamics. Metagenomics have
been used to map antibiotic resistance genes
(resistomes) in human, chicken, pigs, migratory
birds, and nonhuman primates (13, 66, 67).
Many pathogenic microbe strains differ from
nonpathogenic strains of the same species at a
priori unknown single genes (68), highlighting
the importance of metagenomic sequencing
approaches because only they can make such
distinctions, although pathogens are already
being monitored using more targeted analytical methods (69–71).
Finally, mapping the microbiota of wild animals could also help in conservation efforts
(72, 73). A recent functional metagenomic analysis of a captive black rhinoceros revealed a
functional landscape acquired from domesticated livestock microbiota, which may reflect a
nutritional imbalance (74). A similar conclusion was drawn in a study of the endangered
Tasmanian devil, suggesting that the microbiome shift acquired in captivity negatively
influences the ability of animals reintroduced
into the wild to adapt and survive (6). More
recent studies have also strengthened the importance of metagenomic insights on reintroduction and conservation efforts of endangered
species (75, 76). These studies highlight not only
the need to map wild animal microbiomes but
also potentially the need to preserve them. A
wildlife microbiota sample bank could be an
important resource for probiotics that could
promote the health of animals after reintroduction to the wild.
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without disturbing the animal in its natural
habitat (table S1). All fecal matter was collected with the same protocol and using the
same collection kit and was then shipped to
our laboratory. We then processed and sequenced the metagenomes using the same
standard process.
To develop a stable and robust methodology, we first sampled 121 animals that live in
captivity and then extended the cohort by
sampling 285 samples from animals in the
wild while carefully implementing the developed collection methodologies. We also assessed
known genomic material by constructing a
comprehensive bacterial reference database of
41,904 genomes obtained from recent microbiome studies (35, 37–39) and from GenBank
(77) (collectively denoted as the “reference database”) and mapped our metagenomic reads
to this reference.
We obtained a median mapping rate of 7.2%
sequencing reads per sample, suggesting that
the genetic material under study is mostly unknown. To study our animal microbiota dataset, we thus adapted a pipeline (39) for de
novo bacterial genome assembly from metagenomic data, resulting in the construction of
5080 genomic bins, which we subsequently
clustered into 1209 species-level genomic bin

clusters (table S2). We selected a representative single genomic bin (rSGB) from each bin
cluster, used an algorithm that estimates the
relative abundance of these rSGBs across each
sample, and annotated the genomes taxonomically (78) (Fig. 1D) (“wild database”). Notably,
this reference microbiota genome dataset (“reference database” plus “wild database”) significantly increased the mapping rate by nearly
threefold to a median mapping rate of 21.0%
per sample (Fig. 2A and fig. S1) (P < 4 × 10−8,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
For every rSGB, we calculated the highest
similarity that it had to any species level genome bin in the reference database. As the
genome similarity measure, we used average
nucleotide identity, or ANI (79). The maximum
ANI values were used for novelty categorization as follows: rSGBs with maximum ANI
values above 95% were defined as known species, values below 83% as previously undescribed (novel) species, and values in between
as intermediate. Notably, less than 25% of the
rSGBs in all animal classes were known, implying that our database contains previously
unsampled bacterial species (Fig. 2B). As a
control, we applied the same metagenome assembly pipeline to 240 human gut microbiota
samples that were not used in the construction

Fig. 1. Study cohort and design.
(A) A collage of representative
wild animal species profiled in the
present study. Animals were photographed in their natural habitats
by the collection teams. Columns
cluster species based on sampling
regions: (from left to right)
Australia (Queensland), Falkland
Islands, Madagascar, Uganda, and
Israel. Animal names are color
coded based on class [see (B) for
color legend]. From left to right,
species are Aptenodytes patagonicus,
Zonosaurus laticaudatus, Clarias
gariepinus, Halcyon smyrnensis,
Macropus giganteus, Cathartes
aura, Eulemur rufifrons, Dendroaspis
jamesoni, Streptopelia turtur,
Planigale maculata, Thalassarche
melanophrys, Cryptoprocta ferox,
Gorilla beringei, Turdus merula,
Trichosurus vulpecula, Mirounga
leonina, Spinomantis fimbriatus,
Loxodonta africana, Procavia
capensis, Vombatus ursinus,
Oryctolagus cuniculus, Prolemur
simus, Equus burchellii, and Equus
hemionus. (B) A pruned National
Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) taxonomy tree
of all species included in the cohort. Arc colors denote animal class, and the dots outside the arc denote sampling region. Branches represent taxonomic relations and
are not scaled to evolutionary distance. (C) World map showing sampling regions, with sample size from each region. (D) Study design.
Levin et al., Science 372, eabb5352 (2021)
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collected fecal samples from more than 180
taxonomically diverse animal species within
these regions. Animal species were identified
from the known species inhabiting the sampled regions during the sampled seasons by
observations assisted by local experts. Our
sampling plan aimed to capture biodiversity
clusters found in locations as diverse as possible and only where sampling and animal
identification could be done reliably and under
the appropriate permits. The species sampled and
analyzed include the fossa (Cryptoprocta ferox),
Jameson’s mamba snake (Dendroaspis jamesoni),
and an air-breathing catfish (Clarias gariepinus)
(Fig. 1, A to C). We designed a standardized
sample collection process, managed by a customdesigned, publicly available mobile application (Zerion Software iFormBuilder). The
application was designed by reviewing the collection procedure to enable efficient documentation of the metadata. The application
documents sampling time and geographical
coordinates; gathers manually provided details such as animal species identity, sex,
health state, and other traits (when discernible); and captures photographs of the animal and/or its fecal matter, when possible.
Fecal matter was collected from identified
animals and as close to excretion as possible
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of the comparison reference database (80) and
found that more than 99% of the 962 specieslevel genomic bins that we constructed from
these control human gut samples were classified as known (Fig. 2B).
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The phylogeny of the constructed genomes

We constructed a maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree with PhyloPhlAn 3.0 (81) for
all 1209 rSGBs, representing the evolutionary landscape of wildlife microbiota (Fig. 3A
and fig. S2). Notably, the 1209 wild microbial
species were spread across the prokaryotic
tree of life (fig. S3). Additionally, the previously
undescribed species identified in this study
contribute unknown variety to the 18 phyla,
with 41 rSGBs that were not mapped to any
known phylum (Fig. 3A). The number of previously undescribed bacteria varies across different phyla (Fig. 3B), with Verrucomicrobia
being the most enriched (1/27 known rSGBs).

Fusobacteria exhibit a distinctive distribution
of maximum ANI values, implying a taxonomic
continuity between species and genus levels.
As an illustrative example, we examined a
specific clade of 11 previously undescribed species (star in Fig. 3C) that belong to the Verrucomicrobia phylum for which we reconstructed
a distance-based phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3C)
and performed a Kyoto encyclopedia of genes
and genomes (KEGG) pathways enrichment
analysis (82). We found that this clade is enriched with a distinctive subset of pathways,
providing an initial framework for understanding the role of this unknown bacterial
clade. This demonstrates the importance of
applying comparative methods to describe
previously undescribed clades for which taxonomic annotation is limited. Another example is the reconstructed distance-based
phylogenetic tree of the Spirochaetes phylum
(Fig. 3D). A particular clade of interest (star in
Fig. 3D) belongs entirely to the Treponema
genus, which is known to contain various human pathogens, such as the syphilis-causing
T. pallidum. Our database includes 13 new
species in this genus, which are also enriched
with several pathways. Such findings may
assist in the discovery of weaker variants of
known pathogens and serve as a basis for
developing new vaccines by identifying new
antigenic proteins from these species.
Microbiota composition and coexisting
bacterial clusters

We next studied the relationship between animal microbiota and host taxonomy and traits.
To this end, we focused exclusively on wild
animals that are expected to have such associations while avoiding possible biases that
may result from living in captivity. Starting
with a coarse-grained view of these relationships, we demonstrated gradually decreasing
pairwise Bray-Curtis distances between samples as a function of the taxonomic group of
reference (P < 0.05 between species and genus
and P < 0.0001 between other groups, MannWhitney U test; Fig. 4A). For instance, animals
within the same order tend to have less similar microbiomes than animals within the
same family or genus, consistent with previous reports (25).
We constructed a heat-map representation
of the abundance of the rSGBs in all samples
from the wild. Even though the presented abundance matrix is sparse, indicating the high
variability of microbial composition across the
samples, small clusters are evident (Fig. 4B).
To identify these clusters, we constructed the
correlation matrix between abundance vectors of all rSGBs (Fig. 4C). After clustering, by
visual inspection, we identified several clusters
of coexisting bacteria, four of which are shown
in Fig. 4D. Notably, visual examination identified these bacteria as belonging to various
3 of 12
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Fig. 2. Identification of unknown bacterial
genomes in the microbiota of wild animals.
(A) Adding genomes from our metagenomic constructed bacterial genome database of wild animals
significantly improves the mapping rate of the samples.
A reference database was used [41,904 known bacterial
genomes, collected from various large-scale human
microbiome studies and the NCBI, representing all
known bacterial genomes (x axis) and using an
expanded genome database that also includes the 1209
genomes that we assembled from our cohort (y axis)].
Mapping rate median (across samples) significantly
increased from 7.2 to 21.0% (inset) (P < 4 × 10−8,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test; box whiskers represent 1.5 ×
IQR (interquartile range) past the low and high quartiles
(Q1 and Q3). (B) Wild genomes introduce microbial
members to the tree of life. For each medium- or
higher-quality bin (completeness >50%, contamination
<5%), the maximal ANI score with the reference
database is shown per animal class. As a control,
the same is shown for bins constructed from 240 human
gut microbiome samples from 240 individuals whose
data was not used to construct the human reference
database. Genomes with maximum ANI scores lower than
83% were considered as previously undescribed (novel).
Box whiskers represent 1.5 × IQR past the low and high
quartiles (Q1 and Q3). (C to F) Accumulation of genomes
that represent species (by randomly ordering samples
and counting only genomes that represent species that
were not yet counted) per host class (C) and for wild and
captive hosts (E). Accumulation of novel species per host
class (D) and for wild and captive hosts (F) is shown.
Shaded areas represent one standard deviation.

To assess the completeness of our database,
we performed a taxa accumulation analysis.
Namely, we randomly ordered our samples
and the above control human gut microbiome
samples and computed the total number of
bacterial genomes that accumulate in these
sample sets as a function of samples added in
this random order. As expected, the accumulation rate of bacterial species of mammalian
origin was higher than that from human samples, likely because the group of Mammalia is
more diverse than human subjects (Fig. 2C).
Among our sampled species, Aves (birds)
and Osteichthyes (bony fish) accumulate new
bacterial species at a lower rate than Mammalia (Fig. 2C). Taking into account only previously undescribed microbial species (ANI <
83% relative to the reference database), we found
that those that originate in mammalian, avian,
or osteichthyan guts accumulate at a nearly linear
rate, even when all samples are added. By contrast, microbiota samples taken from humans
rarely add previously undescribed bacterial species to the existing reference set (Fig. 2D). These
results suggest that the gut microbiota of animals collected in the wild represents a reservoir
of yet unknown bacterial species. Additional
sampling from such hosts, as well as unsampled
taxa, should yield the discovery of previously
uncharacterized genetic material.
This result may also explain why, despite
mapping to our bacterial genome database
from animals in the wild, the mapping rate
was still relatively low (21%). From the above
accumulation curves, we hypothesize that the
remaining reads map to other genetic elements (e.g., bacteriophages and plasmids)
and to additional bacterial species for which
coverage in our samples was too low to assemble from metagenomic sequencing and
which require greater coverage depth or samples from more animals. Comparing the accumulation rate of bacterial species between
wild and captive animals, we found that the
rate of accumulation of species was similar
between groups, with animals in the wild contributing more previously undescribed microbial species (Fig. 2, E and F).
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phyla, with a tendency to exist in hosts of the
same (or mostly the same) class. For example,
as seen in clusters 1, 2, and 4 (Fig. 4D), the
clusters are associated with Mammalia, Reptilia, and Aves, respectively, and belong to at least
two bacterial phyla. Such a strong host association suggests that these clusters may have a
role in host-microbiome interactions. Cluster 1,
for example, not only consists of the bacterial
phyla Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes, consistent
with a co-occurrence network reported in a
recent study (25), but also contains members of
other, less common phyla. In some cases, as
demonstrated in cluster 3, the members of the
cluster are found in various animal classes, but
all belong to the same bacterial phyla.
Microbiota composition associates with host
class and traits

We next investigated how microbiota composition is associated with various animal traits
Levin et al., Science 372, eabb5352 (2021)
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such as dietary adaptations, activity hours,
social structure, life span, and weight, which
we carefully hand-curated for the entire cohort. First, we studied how microbiota richness (evaluated using Shannon’s diversity
index) was related to host traits. We found
that the microbiota of herbivores is significantly more diverse than that of carnivores
or omnivores while controlling for phylogenetic confoundment [P < 10−3, phylogenetic
analysis of variance (phyloANOVA); Fig. 5A],
which is consistent with previous studies (61).
To go beyond this coarse-level analysis, and
to identify specific bacterial species and particular taxonomic groups that associate with
animal class and traits, we studied the differential abundance of rSGBs and various microbial taxonomic ranks. First, we compared
microbial differential abundances across host
classes (which are phylogenetically disjoint)
and found that 243 of 1209 (20%) bacterial

species are significantly enriched for some
classes [P < 0.05, false discovery rate (FDR)–
corrected for multiple hypotheses; Fig. 5B].
For example, rSGB 63, which represents the
vitamin B12–producing species Cetobacterium
somare, is highly abundant in Osteichthyes
(average abundance of 23%, compared with
less than 0.5% abundance in the other classes).
This is in agreement with a previous study
that reported that C. somare is predominant in
several freshwater fish that do not require
vitamin B12 supplementation (83).
Further, we studied the association between
microbial abundance and animal traits. Because of the dependence between various traits,
which can be related to phylogenetic confoundment (e.g., the mammalian order Carnivora,
which consists mostly of carnivores), we aimed
to quantify and compare the contribution of
each trait or taxonomy to the differential
abundance of each rSGB. We hypothesized that
4 of 12
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Fig. 3. Microbial genomes from
wild animals expand the known
phylogenetic diversity. (A) A
maximum-likelihood alignment–
based phylogenetic tree of the
1209 rSGBs assembled in this
study. The inner and outer
colored rings denote bacterial
phylum and host class, respectively. Clades of novel genomes
(novel defined as having ANI
lower than 83% compared with
the reference database) are
colored dark red. (B) Distribution
of maximal ANI distance to the
reference database is shown
for the bacterial genomes
constructed from each phylum.
Phyla are sorted by percentage
of novel genomes within the
phyla. (C) Genomes that were
taxonomically annotated as
Verrucomicrobia were used
to construct a separate distancebased phylogenetic tree (left).
A clade, consisting of only
previously undescribed (novel)
species, was identified and
denoted as a novel clade (star,
top). Normalized counts of notably enriched (or depleted) KEGG
pathways in the novel clade relative to the whole phylum are
represented by color intensity
(bottom). (D) Genomes that
were taxonomically annotated
as Spirochaete were used to
construct a separate distancebased phylogenetic tree (left).
The Treponema genus is marked
with a star. Normalized counts
of notably enriched (or depleted) KEGG pathways of the Treponema genus relative to the whole phylum are represented by color intensity (right).
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some rSGBs have the strongest association with
taxonomy, whereas others associate with lifestyle traits. To examine this hypothesis, we
first calculated the pairwise effect size [specifically the common language effect size of the
Mann-Whitney U test (84)] of each trait and
host class on the bacterial abundance of each
rSGB for all Aves and Mammalia from the wild
(Fig. 5C). Indeed, some rSGBs exhibit stronger
association with diet than with host class. For
example, rSGB 435, an unknown species of the
bacterial class Clostridia, which we found exclusively in carnivores, is known to be related to
toxin production (85). This association may
reveal mechanisms of toxin metabolism in the
guts of carnivores. By contrast, rSGB 292, an
unknown species of the bacterial phylum Firmicutes, was found solely in mammals while
having no effect size related to the examined
lifestyle traits. It was constructed from the
microbiome of a southern sea lion (Otaria
flavescens) but was also found in lower abundance in several species from the Carnivora,
Primates, and Artiodactyla orders, which have
Levin et al., Science 372, eabb5352 (2021)
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very different lifestyles and habitats. Interestingly, such microbial species may have a strong
interaction with a specific taxonomic group,
independent of the behavior or nutrition, indicative of a physiologically important hostmicrobiota interaction.
To further explore the discussed relations,
we calculated the effect size for microbial
phyla (while taking the sum of relative abundances of all corresponding rSGBs) (Fig. 5D).
For most of the reported phyla, the trait-related
effect size is higher than the taxonomical effect size. Fusobacteria, for example, is rarely
found in herbivores (carnivores versus herbivores abundance fold change of 24.5, P < 1.5 ×
10−18, Mann-Whitney U test), consistent with
the potential role of Fusobacteria in protein
degradation and the high abundance of Fusobacteria in carrion eaters (10, 27, 86). Interestingly, the Fibrobacteres phylum, which
has an important role in cellulose degradation (87), has the strongest association with
diet and was specifically found to be enriched
in herbivores in comparison to both carni-

vores and omnivores (P < 1.3 × 10−7 and P <
9 × 10−3, respectively; FDR-corrected MannWhitney U test). To address effects that are
confined at the order level, we repeated the
same analysis within Mammalia and Aves
(see table S3).
We also found that the abundances of 18
and 14 microbial species are associated with
body mass or life span of Mammalia (Fig. 5E)
and Aves (Fig. 5F), respectively [calculated
with phylogenetic generalized least-squares
model (PGLS), P < 0.05, FDR corrected]. For
Aves, we found association for higher taxonomic ranks as well. Notably, in Mammalia,
several rSGBs show a similar association with
both body mass and life span (independent
of phylogeny) in contrast to Aves, consistent
with the lower mass–life span correlation previously reported for Aves (88). Interestingly,
some rSGBs show independent association to
one of the discussed traits. Although causation
cannot be deduced, these results may suggest
that some members of the microbiota may
play a role in the longevity of the host.
5 of 12
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Fig. 4. Microbiota composition
is associated with host class
and exhibits coexisting bacterial
clusters. (A) Pairwise Bray-Curtis
dissimilarity between pairs of
samples within a host taxonomic
rank shows that bacterial similarity
increases with host similarity (*P <
0.05; ****P < 0.0001, MannWhitney U test). (B) A heatmap
representing the relative abundance
of each rSGB (columns, colored
by bacterial phylum) in each sample (rows, colored by the host
class). The heatmap was hierarchically clustered using average linkage based on Euclidean distance,
showing coexistence of groups
of rSGBs within particular host
groups. (C and D) Correlation
matrix calculated between vectors
of abundances of rSGBs across
all samples. rSGBs were hierarchically
clustered with average linkage
based on Euclidean distance. Four
clusters of coexisting bacteria were
visually selected, and their abundance in the corresponding hosts is
represented in (D). The colors in
(D) share the color key from (B).
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We found various patterns related to the
association between microbiome composition
and the taxonomy and/or lifestyle and physiological traits. Although the confoundment
between these traits and taxonomy is a key
difficulty for properly analyzing these associations, we showed that in some cases (both at
the microbial species and the phylum level),
the abundance is associated exclusively with
either the taxonomy or a trait. These findings
suggest that some microbial niches may have
a specific role in the adaptation to environmental conditions (regardless of the taxonomy). By contrast, other microbes may have
a coevolutionary role in specific taxonomy
groups regardless of lifestyle.
The functional landscape of the microbiota
of animals in the wild

To obtain a deeper functional view of the wildanimal microbiota, we studied its gene functional content by performing gene calling on
Levin et al., Science 372, eabb5352 (2021)
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x axis, and the FDR-corrected P value (Mann-Whitney U test) is shown on the
y axis. (C) A heatmap representing the effect size for each rSGB (columns) per
trait or taxonomy (rows) for all samples from the wild. For each rSGB and traittaxonomy pair (a heatmap cell), the effect size was measured using the MannWhitney U test. (D) Heatmap representing the effect size for each microbial phylum
(rows) per trait or taxonomy (columns) for all samples from the wild [similar
to (C)]. (E and F) Association between microbial abundance and average body
mass (bottom row) and life span (top row) in Mammalia (E) and Aves (F) while
accounting for phylogenetic relationships between the hosts using PGLS.

the derived bins, resulting in 12,125,877 putative genes. We functionally annotated them
using the eggNOG mapper and specifically the
KEGG database (82, 89). Out of all putative
genes, 1,880,067 belong to bins of medium
quality or higher [with completeness of at
least 50% and contamination of less than 5%,
in accordance with previous studies (39, 90)].
Of these, 355,688 (18.9%) did not receive any
cluster of orthologous genes (COG) annotation
(89), whereas other genes were classified into
COG categories (Fig. 6A). We built a similar
profile of COG categories based on a published
human dataset (37) and found that such a profile from human gut samples is significantly
different from the profile constructed for wild
animals (P < 10−30, chi-square test).
We hypothesized that microbial functions
are associated with host characteristics and
focused on Mammalia from the wild, because
it is the largest class in the cohort. To this end,
we constructed sample-level profiles of KEGG

annotations by counting the number of KEGG
orthologs for each pathway. We performed
principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) based
on the Euclidean distance matrix followed
by a phylogenetic-corrected Mantel test and
found that the microbial functional landscape
is significantly correlated with diet [coefficient of determination (R2) = 0.35; P < 1.3 ×
10−3; Fig. 6B), activity hours (R2 = 0.31; P <
1.3 × 10−3; Fig. 6C), social structure (R2 = 0.24;
P < 8 × 10−3; Fig. 6D), body mass (R2 = 0.36; P <
1.3 × 10−3; Fig. 6E), and life span (R2 = 0.41; P <
1.3 × 10−3; Fig. 6F). [All P values are FDR corrected; for phylogenetic principal components
analysis (phyloPCA), see fig. S4.] These results
imply that the functional landscape of the
microbiome of an animal is tightly related to
physiological and lifestyle traits, independent
of the phylogeny.
Motivated by diet-driven differences in Fig.
6B and Fig. 5, C and D, we further hypothesized that specific functions are associated
6 of 12
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Fig. 5. Microbiota composition and richness are associated with host class
and phenotypes. (A) Alpha diversity of the microbiota of all samples from the
wild, calculated using Shannon’s diversity index, showing that diversity is
significantly associated with dietary adaptations while considering the phylogenetic relationships between the hosts (**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, phyloANOVA
with a post hoc test). Box whiskers represent 1.5 × IQR past the low and
high quartiles (Q1 and Q3). (B) Differential abundance analysis of the rSGBs
between groups of host classes. Each panel represents a volcano plot of a pair of
classes. The difference in average abundance per animal class is shown on the
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with diet and specifically with metabolizing
dietary toxins or handling diet-associated pathogens (such as meat-borne pathogens). To examine this, we determined the existence of KEGG
orthologs in each sample and performed enrichment tests while controlling for purely phylogenetic effects. We found numerous orthologs that
are enriched in specific diet groups (Fig. 6G).
Next, we aimed to examine whether the enriched orthologs correspond to specific physiological processes. To this end, we tested for
overrepresentation of these orthologs in KEGG
pathways. Our analysis revealed several intriguing associations. For example, carnivore
and omnivore microbiomes exhibited very significant enrichment in components of the
ABC transporter group (P = 2.5 × 10−3 and
3.4 × 10−23, respectively; FDR-corrected Fisher’s
Levin et al., Science 372, eabb5352 (2021)
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structure (D) (R2 = 0.24; P < 8 × 10−3), body mass (E) (R2 = 0.36; P < 1.3 ×
10−3), and life span (F) (R2 = 0.41; P < 1.3 × 10−3) (phyloMantel, FDR corrected).
(G) A heatmap of the log odds ratio of KEGG orthologs that are enriched in
diet groups. Rows represent orthologs, and columns are different diet groups
compared. Only orthologs that are enriched (by means of Fisher’s exact test)
with P < 0.05 after FDR correction and phylogenetic P < 0.05 are shown.
(H and I) Existence map of KEGG orthologs that are associated with ABC
transporters (H) and the phosphotransferase system (I), both enriched in carnivores
relative to herbivores. Rows represent orthologs, and columns represent samples,
colored by dietary adaptations.

exact test for the enriched orthologs in these
groups relative to herbivores; Fig. 6H) and the
phosphotransferase system (P = 2.5 × 10−49 and
6.5 × 10−12; Fig. 6I), in agreement with previous
reports (91, 92). Specifically, carnivore- and
omnivore-enriched orthologs included ABC
transporters for amino acids (e.g., methionine,
arginine, taurine, aspartic acid, etc.), phosphonates, phospholipids, and ribose, reflecting the
more diverse diet of these hosts.
Enrichment in additional specific orthologs
in carnivores and omnivores compared with
herbivores suggests some interesting functions of the microbiota of these hosts. For
example, we found enrichment in orthologs
associated with the biosynthesis of metabolites with potential antibiotic and cytotoxic
activity such as monobactam (K05375, an

MbtH protein, P = 2 × 10−3, FDR corrected, in
carnivores versus herbivores), which is consistent with recent studies (41–45). Also interesting is the observed enrichment in antibiotic
resistance–associated orthologs in carnivores,
which represents multiple mechanisms, e.g.,
class C (K19215, P = 0.02, FDR corrected, in
carnivores versus herbivores) and class D
b-lactamases (K18793, P = 0.02, FDR corrected, in carnivores versus herbivores), efflux
pumps (K18147, P = 0.007, FDR corrected, in
carnivores versus herbivores), and penicillinbinding proteins. This plausibly suggests that
the microbiome is resistant (partially or fully)
to antibiotic compounds synthesized by some
of its members. As another example, we found
the microbiota of carnivores to be enriched in
orthologs associated with cell motility, such as
7 of 12
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Fig. 6. Functional bacterial gene content is associated with host phenotypes. (A) Gene calling and annotation were performed using eggNOG. Genes
that mapped to a known COG category were counted. The categorized functional
annotation of 1,880,067 genes within medium- or higher-quality bins (completeness >50%, contamination <5%) predicted in the cohort is shown. The
outer and inner rings denote COG category and the existence or absence
of KEGG pathway annotation, respectively. (B to F) PCoA (Euclidean metric) of
sample-level KEGG pathway vectors (features are pathway-associated ortholog
counts per sample). Mammals from the wild are colored by diet type (B) (R2 =
0.35; P < 1.3 × 10−3), activity hours (C) (R2 = 0.31; P < 1.3 × 10−3), social
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flagellar assembly (K02386, flgA, P = 6 × 10−4,
FDR corrected, in omnivores versus herbivores;
P = 2 × 10−3, FDR corrected, in carnivores
versus herbivores, but with phylogenetic P =
0.08) and bacterial chemotaxis (K02556, motA,
P = 0.05, FDR corrected, in omnivores versus
herbivores). Finally, we found that the carnivore microbiota exhibits significant enrichment
in orthologs associated with degradation of
multiple xenobiotics, such as toluene (K15763,
P = 0.007, FDR corrected, in carnivores versus herbivores), aminobenzoate (K20712, P =
3 × 10−4, FDR corrected in omnivores versus
herbivores; P = 9 × 10−4, FDR corrected in
carnivores versus herbivores, but with phylogenetic P = 0.055), and other aromatic
compounds. Overall, these results unravel numerous potential functional associations between microbiome-host interactions in wild
animals. Further studies are likely to strengthen
these associations and may produce biological
insights into the contributions to the hosts that
are made by microbiomes.
Levin et al., Science 372, eabb5352 (2021)
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were drawn from the PDB. (A full list of PDB IDs can be found in table S7.) (F) Protease
screening results. Protease genes were synthesized and tested on a printed
microarray of biotinylated peptides to identify cleavage events. Microarray
staining was done after cleavage by fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)–labeled
streptavidin, such that cleaved peptides were not stained. Significant hits (FDR of
0.01 or less) are marked by black squares. Each row in the heatmap is a specific
protease (enzyme) gene; each column is a specific peptide. (G) Validation of a
selected cleavage event, a protease termed WBT001, identified by the screening.
Validation was done in solution, using the specific peptide synthesized as a FRET
substrate, modified with 6-carobyfluorescein (6-FAM) and 4-(dimethylaminoazo)
benzene-4-carboxylic acid (DABCYL), and measured by fluorometry. A.U., arbitrary
units; RFU, relative fluorescence units.

Discovery of previously uncharacterized
toxin-metabolizing genes in carrion eaters

Finally, as a proof of concept for the potential
of our animal microbiota resource to serve as
a reservoir of bacterial functions, we searched
for genes that metabolize bacterial toxins
within the microbiota of carrion eaters. Our
underlying hypothesis was that microbial
symbionts within the gut microbiota of carrion eaters confer at least part of the ability to
neutralize toxins in the food of their hosts.
This hypothesis was previously tested in New
World vultures (10). For the validation study,
we focused on microbiota from the gut of griffon vultures (Gyps fulvus), which we sampled
weekly from hatching until adulthood over
the course of 120 days. From the assembled
genomes, we identified a list of 693 proteases
[average length 268 amino acids, range 39 to
973 amino acids; Fig. 7A] and annotated them
using eggNOG (89) to identify protease types.
We found a few large groups with known annotations (e.g., 201 serine endopeptidases and

194 aminopeptidases) and 40 proteins without any annotation (Fig. 7B), from which we
selected, for further experimentation, 15 proteases that had the lowest similarity scores
(Fig. 7, C and D).
To test the ability of these 15 candidate proteases to break down toxins, we synthesized
these proteases, expressed them as His-tagged
proteins in Escherichia coli at a 0.5-liter production scale, and purified them on a Ni2+ affinity resin. We then compiled a list of 12 toxins,
all with solved structures available from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB), that are produced
by bacteria and are likely to exist in carrion
(Fig. 7E). From these structures, we computationally isolated 120 peptide sequences that
could function as substrates for proteolytic
cleavage, based on their position on the toxin
and solvent accessibility. We then incubated
the synthesized proteases with the peptide
substrates on a peptide microarray. Notably,
we identified significant activity (P < 0.01, FDRcorrected one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test)
8 of 12
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Fig. 7. Discovery and experimental validation of unknown toxin-metabolizing
genes in the microbiota of carrion eaters. (A to D) Characterization of
protease genes from the gut microbiota of carrion eaters. The length distribution
of the 693 proteases that were initially selected for screening is shown in (A)
(AA, amino acids). Classification of the proteases by type [up to the third
hierarchy of Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers] is shown in (B). The DIAMOND
similarity score distribution (aligned to the KEGG protease database) of a
deduplicated list of 531 proteases is shown in (C) and (D). (D) is a magnification of (C),
with the y axis spanning to 60 instead of 300; the x axis remains unchanged.
(E) Structures of 12 bacterial toxins from which 120 peptides were extracted as
targets for the screening, with isolated peptide substrate positions marked in red.
Structures are semitransparent so that peptides from all sides are visible. Structures
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in 50 of the 1800 protease-substrate pairs tested
(Fig. 7F). We further validated these hits kinetically in solution, using the putative peptide
substrates synthesized as Forster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) substrates (Fig. 7G).
Taken together, these results experimentally validate the presence of proteases, capable of metabolizing bacterial toxins, in the gut
microbiota of vultures. More generally, they
demonstrate the potential of finding functions within our animal gut microbiota database and, in particular, that such functions
may be unraveled by a discovery pipeline, in
which searches for specific functions are complemented by a synthetic approach.
Discussion
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cover the entire animal tree of life. The high
diversity of our wildlife cohort, along with the
tight confoundment between traits and phylogeny, made phylogenetic correction difficult. For example, we were only able to compare
effect sizes within the same order, but confoundment at lower taxonomy may exist. In
addition, methods for phylogenetically corrected dimensionality reduction methods [e.g.,
principal components analysis (PCA)] are still
lacking or limited (95–97). Lastly, the short readbased approach has some limitations, such as
difficulties in reconstruction of low-complexity
genomic regions. Future studies can overcome
this difficulty and improve the overall assembly
by relying on complementary long-read sequencing approaches to provide a crude genomic landscape of the sequenced sample.
The database described here could yield insights into the ecology of sampled animal
species. An interesting example could be the
reconstruction of food chains using foreign
animal DNA found in the gut of sampled animals, defining them as prey or predator species. Another example could be the inference
of interaction, proximity, or social structure in
wild animals from shared microbial species.
Recent reports highlight this as a feasible direction [(31, 98, 99), to name a few among various studies].
Mapping the microbiota of animals in the
wild could illuminate the natural reservoir of
microbial pathogens. In particular, it could
enable the surveillance and tracking of the
movements of specific pathogens from their
animal hosts into the human population and
enable early warning of potential outbreaks.
In an initial screen, we identified an estimated
100 bacterial species that are known human
pathogens, such as Klebsiella, Enterobacter,
Shigella, and Clostridium species, and several pathogens of plants, such as Pantotea.
Further studies should elucidate the feasibility
of reservoir mapping that relies on our database for the benefit of public health.
Our study demonstrates the importance
and potential of complementing the computational work with large synthetic gene libraries for validation purposes. Techniques for
high-throughput synthesis of genomes or
gene libraries have been recently described,
some of them for the explicit purpose of functional protein testing (100, 101). Such genelibrary scale is important not only because it
improves the probability of identifying real
functions but also because it allows the synthesis and biochemical interrogation of entire
pathways. Further work on larger pools, on
the order of 1000 genes, can now be done using
the same approach. For example, an initial
search that we conducted unraveled an estimated 2000 systems of CRISPR-Cas9, of which
approximately one-third did not belong to any
described type.
9 of 12
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Organism-associated microbial communities
have a complex and profound impact on the
biology of their hosts. They critically contribute to a host’s adaptation to its habitat and
are linked in many cases, as has been recently
shown in humans, to the health and disease
state of the host. However, our understanding
of these phenomena in nonhuman hosts is
much less developed. Metagenomic studies of
animal microbiota typically probed animals
in captivity, whose microbiota has likely been
altered compared with the microbiota of
counterpart animals in their natural habitat.
Other works have focused more on microbial
composition, using such methods as 16S ribosomal RNA sequencing, and provide mainly
taxonomy-related insights (24, 25). Yet, a largescale view at the metagenomic level is missing.
Because the metagenomic approach has considerable advantages in the context of discovery of previously undescribed organisms,
genes, and functions, the motivation for this
study is particularly high.
In this study, we constructed a large metagenomic database from more than 180 distinct
host species sampled in four different continents, including more than 90 host species
whose microbiota was not previously profiled.
We found that more than 75% of the genomes
in our database represent previously undescribed bacterial species. Notably, the rate at
which genomes were discovered is far from
asymptote, motivating further expansion of
this collection. The animals that we profiled
cover diverse animal classes, dietary patterns,
activity hours, social structures, and life span,
and we uncover numerous associations between these traits and their microbiota composition and functional gene content. Although
some of these associations may be correlative, others may point to a role of the microbiota in conferring these traits and represent
many avenues for further research. To begin
to uncover some of the potential functions
represented by this genetic material, we computationally identified proteases within the
microbiota of carrion eaters and experimen-

tally validated their ability to cleave bacterial toxins.
The distinctiveness of this study lies in the
diverse set of samples from across the globe
followed by state-of-the-art metagenomics
methods to construct a database of genes
and genomes. This database allowed us to
confirm that the wild-animal microbiome is
extensively unexplored, with more than 75%
of the genetic material from wild species
uncharacterized. We demonstrate patterns
related to microbial composition and animal
traits. Some of these associations are consistent with previous findings, but others have
not yet been reported, to our knowledge. For
example, we identified bacteria of a previously
unidentified species that appears to be specific
to mammals and was found across mammals
with diverse characteristics. Further, we hypothesized that microbiome function is related to animal traits and provides insight
about the coevolution of the host and its microbiota. Finally, our experimental study identified that much potential remains for discovery
inside animal microbiomes.
Our results provide a glimpse into potentially functional roles of gut microbiomes in
the biology of their hosts. For example, we
found enrichment in orthologs associated with
antibiotic biosynthesis and bacterial motility.
This combination highlights the possibility
that carnivore microbiomes are flexible functionally and anatomically, having been adapted
to rapidly responding to the active and dynamic environment in which they subsist.
This pattern is absent from herbivore microbiomes, because their hosts’ gastrointestinal
tracts are considerably longer and structurally complex and their diet is less likely to be
contaminated with animal pathogens. The
observed enrichment in orthologs associated
with xenobiotic detoxification may, hypothetically, reflect the bioaccumulation gradients of environmental pollutants observed
in wildlife food chains (93, 94), deriving from
the trophic transfer of pollutants from plants
to herbivores, omnivores, and finally to carnivores, where they accumulate in the highest
concentrations. Because many of these compounds are human-made contaminants, the
presence of degradation pathways could suggest that these pathways were acquired relatively recently, possibly as a result of habitat
contamination by industrial waste. This is
speculative, because some ubiquitous detoxification mechanisms, such as glutathione,
have a much earlier origin.
Our study has several limitations. First, our
assembly-based approach relies on sufficient
coverage for both assembly and binning. Thus,
low-abundance bacteria, as well as microbes
that have larger genomes, are underrepresented in our database. Furthermore, the
presented wildlife cohort does not uniformly
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Our work describes a large-scale, annotated
metagenomic database of the microbiota of
animals in the wild and demonstrates that it
is a promising resource for the discovery of
previously unknown biological functions and
technologies. The methods we describe could
be implemented in the future construction of
metagenomic databases and their investigation. Because even our large wildlife microbiome database is far from saturation, further
expanding it to cover additional species may
unravel unknown roles for the microbiota across
diverse habitats and extraordinary traits.
Methods summary
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Mining wild animal microbiomes
We have only just begun to examine the multitude of bacteria associated with other organisms. Levin et al. sampled
the feces of 184 wild animals, including fish, birds, and mammals, from four different continents to survey the diversity
of gut bacteria (see the Perspective by Lind and Pollard). They discovered more than 1000 previously undescribed
bacterial species and identified factors that correlate with the composition, diversity, and functional content of the
microbiota. Supporting the association of specific bacteria with animal lifestyle, they identified proteases, some
previously undescribed, from the gut of griffon vultures that can break down toxins that may be present in their carrion
diet.

